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Meta Description: There's nothing quite like getting inspiration for your mid-century 
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H1: The Ultimate Style Guide for Mid Century Furniture 
Mid-century modern furniture is a trend that keeps coming back again and again. 
The sleek, clean lines of mid-century modern furniture make it classy and cool, 
whether you want a bit of glam or something more casual. But what qualifies as 
mid-century modern? Why has the trend endured so long? Learn about the history 
of this absolute icon and how you can bring some mid/mod flair to your space.  
 

H2: What is mid-century furniture?  
Let's start with a quick history lesson. The mid-century modern (MCM) furniture style 
was born around the middle 20th century around the 1930s-1960s (think of literally 
any of the office furniture in Mad Men). MCM was heavily influenced by Danish 
Modernism and the German Bauhaus school of design.  
 
Mix these new (at the time) design styles with the fact that many materials were 
newly available in a post-WWII society, and you get a solid foundation on which 
mid-century modern furniture could grow and spread. MCM design became 
popular very quickly and, due to its classic look, it has maintained its popularity into 
the modern day. 
 
H2: What are the elements of mid-century modern design?  
Mid-century modern furniture has several key characteristics including sleek, clean 
lines, gentle curves, and organic or geometric shapes. Some examples of these in 
practice are hairpin legs, wood-paneled consoles, and geometric-patterned 
carpet. The materials used can run the gamut and include wood, plexiglass/glass, 
vinyl, and metal.  
 
Two of the main features of MCM design is functionality and minimalism – especially 
when it comes to décor. That’s why you’ll find more low-profile pieces among MCM 
furniture. The less, the better! Perhaps one of the most unique aspects of MCM 
furniture is the lack of a strict color palette. From calming neutrals to huge pops of 
color, you can find the MCM style across the color spectrum. This natural flexibility is 
why you will find MCM furniture in high-end office buildings, cozy living rooms, funky 
restaurants and more. 
 
H2: What is the difference between Mid-Century and Mid-Century Modern? 
Believe it or not, the two are not the same. Popular in the 1930s, mid-century style 
was the big sister to mid-century modern. During the Great Depression era, 



 
 

furniture became more minimal as money got tight. So, in going with the demands 
of the times, the mid-century philosophy was “form over function”.  
 
After WWII, culture exploded. New materials and textures and fabrics were now 
readily available – and people could start experimenting with furniture again. The 
mid-century modern design style picked some classic design theories from big 
sister’s closet (namely functionality and minimalism) and launched into the new era 
with a bold, clean and creative energy. 
 
H2: How to style mid-century furniture 
Drooling over the mid-century modern style? You can either go all-in on MCM or 
sprinkle key pieces throughout your space. The most important thing is to 
understand the elements of mid-century modern style so you don’t mix it with other 
styles that may clash. For example, you can experiment with MCM/boho, 
MCM/contemporary, and MCM/glam. However, we recommend avoiding an 
MCM/rustic or MCM/industrial pairing because the two don’t meld as well. 
 
Some things to keep in mind: 
 

• If choosing wood-based pieces, try to keep them all the same color or 
intentionally mix/match. 

• Since most MCM furniture feature low backs and shorter pieces, balance 
them out with well-placed décor on the open wall space. 

• Consider choosing a colorful statement piece and surrounding it with more 
neutral-colored pieces. 

• If geometric patterns aren’t your thing, floral patterns can also work and pay 
homage to the MCM style of the 60s. 

 
H2: Designing your living room 
The sofa is the centerpiece of your living room and the perfect place to start. 
Choose a sofa with a low profile, hairpin legs, clean lines, and little to no 
ornamentation. Feel free to get funky with colors and patterns or go earthy and 
neutral for a more formal look. Since MCM stays away from heavy or larger designs, 
you may find yourself needing more secondary pieces to fill the space. Look for 
MCM accent chairs (like the classic Eames Lounge Chair) and a stylish coffee table. 
Add some final touches like geometric throw pillows and bronze table sculptures – 
or throw in some live plants for that organic appeal.  
 
H2: Designing your bedroom   
Mid-century modern bedroom furniture is the perfect way to create the ultimate 
bedroom escape. Start by choosing your bed frame. MCM can vary a lot, so you 
have a lot of bed styles to choose from (a teal velvet upholstered headboard and a 
wooden hairpin bed can both fit the definition). Next, build onto your canvas layer 
by layer with solid or patterned blankets and pillows, and minimalist art. For dressers 
and bedside tables, opt for wood for a classic look or steel for something more 



 
 

retro. 
 
 

 


